Using ab initio electronic structure calculations we have investigated the effect of the thickness of a heavy-metal (HM) cap on the magnetic anisotropy of the Cu/FeCo/HM(n) thin film where HM = Hf and Ta with thicknesses of n = 0-10 monolayers (MLs). We find that the Hf cap results in a large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), which exhibits quasiperiodic oscillation with a period of two MLs. In contrast, the Ta-capped heterostructure exhibits a spin reorientation from out-of-plane to in-plane magnetization orientation at two MLs of Ta. Moreover, the MA remains negative and depends weakly on the Ta-cap thickness beyond the critical thickness. The underlying mechanism of the PMA oscillation is the periodic change in spin-flip spin-orbit coupling between the minority-spin Fe d(xz,yz) and majority Fe d(z 2 ) at , which is induced by the hybridization with Hf at the FeCo/Hf interface. Our results help resolve the contradictory experiments regarding the role of the FeCo/Ta interface on the PMA of the MgO/FeCo/Ta junction. The calculations reveal that the ferromagnet/Hf is promising for spintronic applications and that the capping material and thickness are additional parameters for optimizing the functional properties of spintronic devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) in trilayers of nonmagnetic metal/ferromagnet/heavy metal (NM/FM/HM) or insulator/ferromagnet/heavy metal (I/FM/HM) is of great interest for spintronic applications, such as spin-transfer-torque random access memory (RAM) [1, 2] , magnetoelectric RAM [3, 4] , and spin valves [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . These perpendicularly magnetized heterostructures where the NM and I layers are usually Cu and MgO, respectively, and the HM layer (Ru, Pd, Hf, Ta, Pt, and Au) has strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC), promise a lower critical current for magnetization switching, faster magnetic switching, smaller magnetic bits, and high thermal stability [1, 9, 10] . Recently, it was shown that the material type and thickness of the HM layer play crucial roles not only on the MA [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , but also on the voltage control [18] and magnetotransport behavior [7, 14, 16, 19, 20] [17] , respectively. Similar results have also been predicted from ab initio calculations on Fe/Hf and Fe/Ta superlattices where the thicknesses of each FM and HM layer is nine monolayers (MLs) [21] .
On the other hand, experimental results on the effect of Ta on the MA of MgO/CoFeB remain controversial. Worledge et al. [22] showed that the magnetization orientation of MgO/Co 60 Fe 20 B 20 /Ru remains in plane for FM thickness down to 0.5 nm whereas that of MgO/Co 60 Fe 20 B 20 /Ta becomes perpendicular at around 0.9 nm, indicating that the CoFeB/Ta interface provides a PMA contribution. A * phuongvu.ong@csun.edu † nick.kioussis@csun.edu similar conclusion also was drawn from experiments by Liu et al. [17] In contrast, Yamamoto et al. [13] showed that in MgO (1-nm)/Co 20 Fe 60 B 20 /cap the MA decreases when the cap is successively replaced by 5-nm-thick MgO, Ta, and Ru, respectively. Moreover, these experiments reported that there is no PMA in Ta/Co 20 Fe 60 B 20 /Ta, indicating that the CoFeB/Ta interface yields a negative contribution to the MA. Furthermore, it has been shown that MgO/Co 60 Fe 20 B 20 /Ta [14] and MgO/Co 20 Fe 60 B 20 /Ta [23] with a 1.2-nm-thick FM layer exhibit in-plane magnetization orientation when the Ta thickness exceeds 0.45 and 2 nm, respectively.
Besides the Ta thickness, the annealing time and temperature which govern the diffusion of Ta across the interfaces have been shown to have a strong effect on the MA of the MgO/CoFeB/Ta junction [1, 7, 24, 25] . Therefore, given the contradictory results and ill-defined structural characteristics of the I/FM and FM/HM interfaces, current experiments could not provide an unambiguous and consistent interpretation of the role of the FeCoB/Ta interface on the PMA of the magnetic junctions. Furthermore, it is well known that by varying the thickness of the FM thin film or the HM cap can induce shifts of spin-polarized quantum well states, resulting in strong variation of the MA [26] and even a switching of the magnetic easy axis of thin films [27] . This raises another interesting question when comparing the MA of the Hf-and Ta-capped systems, namely, whether the enhancement of the MA of the FM/Hf interface over that of the FM/Ta interface is specific to a certain thickness range of the HM cap, or is it generally true?
In this paper, we report ab initio electronic structure calculations of the effect of the HM-cap thickness on the MA in Cu/FeCo/HM (HM = Ta, Hf). Our results show distinct differences in the effect of Ta and Hf cappings on the MA of the trilayers and resolve the above questions. The underlying mechanism is elucidated by mapping the k-resolved MA and analyzing the energy and k-resolved distributions of the d states of the minority-and majority-spin bands. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the methodology used to calculate the MA. In Sec. III A we consider the limit of zero-cap thickness, i.e., Cu/FeCo/vacuum and investigate the origin in the electronic structure of the PMA in the uncapped system. In Sec. III B, we demonstrate that the PMA of the Cu/FeCo/Hf trilayer oscillates with Hf thickness and elucidate the mechanism of the oscillatory behavior. In Sec. III C, we show that Ta capping induces a spin reorientation in Cu/FeCo/Ta and discuss the mechanism of the thickness-induced magnetic switching. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND MODELS
There are different approaches for calculating the MA in magnetic alloys. For example, one approach for calculating the MA and its thermal variation is based on the relativistic extension of the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker multiple scattering theory within the coherent potential approximation (CPA) using the magnetic torque [28] . In this paper, the ab initio calculations have been carried out within the framework of the projector augmented-wave (PAW) formalism [29] as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package [30, 31] . It has been shown that MA values calculated from the supercell approach within the PAW methodology with SOC are in good agreement with those calculated within the CPA and other full potential methods and for Fe-Co alloys very well describe experimental data for tetragonally distorted thin films [32] . The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [33] is employed to treat the exchange-correlation interaction. For Fe 1−x Co x alloys with x ∼ 0.5, the MA values calculated at the levels of the local density approximation and GGA exhibit no significant difference [32] . Cu/FeCO/Hf(Ta) trilayers are modeled by a slab supercell approach along [001] consisting of four MLs of fcc Cu rotated by 45
• on the (001) plane, three MLs of B2-type FeCo, zero to ten MLs of Hf or Ta, and a 15-Å-thick vacuum separating the periodic slabs ( Fig. 1 ). In experiment, HM caps grow on the FM layer in an amorphous form [19, 34] . In the present paper, we assume the Hf layer has a fcc or bcc structure. We denote with Fe1 and Fe2 the iron atoms at the Fe/Cu and Fe/Hf(Ta) interfaces, respectively. The in-plane lattice constant is fixed at the calculated value of the bulk FeCo lattice constant (2.840Å). The magnetic and electronic degrees of freedom and atomic-z positions are relaxed until the forces acting on the ions become less than 2 × 10 −3 eV/Å and the change in the total energy between two ionic relaxation steps is smaller than 10 −6 eV. The plane-wave cutoff energy is 500 eV, and the Monkhorst-Pack k mesh was 17 × 17 × 1 for the relaxations. SOC of the valence electrons is then included using the second-variation method [35] [36] to calculate the MA ≈ k MA(k)/A, where the k-resolved
[100] − ε(n,k) [001] ] with the band index n runs over all occupied (occ) states. Here, the sum with respect to k is taken over the two-dimensional Brillouin zone (2D BZ), and ε(n,k) [ 
Here, [40] . Thus, the contribution of the MA shape of about −0.6 erg/cm 2 is smaller than the MA values for the range of Hf thickness considered in this paper.
Except for n Hf = 1 ML, the MA values are larger for odd numbers of Hf layers, resulting in a quasiperiodic oscillation period of two MLs, which shows no sign of damping up to [41] . However, for the Cu/FeCo/Hf trilayer the spin-flip term cannot be ignored due to hybridization of Fe2 with the nonmagnetic HM cap. Therefore, the fact that m o is negative for Fe2 does not necessarily imply an in-plane magnetic orientation at the FeCo/Hf interface. On the contrary, we show below the FeCo/Hf interface provides a large contribution to PMA due to the spin-flip SOC induced by hybridization of Fe2 and Hf orbitals. Figure 4 shows the evolution of density of states (DOS) of the minority-spin Fe2-derived d(xz,yz) and d(z 2 ) states with Hf thickness. The data clearly show that the d(xz,yz) DOS around the Fermi level is periodically enhanced for odd values of n Hf , except for n Hf = 1 ML (left panel in Fig. 4) . On the other hand, the unoccupied d(z 2 ) DOS is increased for even n Hf [right panel in Fig. 4 ]. This periodic behavior is consistent with the MA oscillation discussed above. The unoccupied DOS leads to a decrease in the negative MA term, giving rise to a trough in the MA variation for even n Hf . Figure 5 shows the evolution of the DOS of majorityspin Fe2-derived d(z 2 ) and Hf1-derived hybridized
states, averaged over the number of the component orbitals. Since the FeCo/Hf interface has a tetragonal pyramidal structure [ Fig. 1(b) 
, which increases for even Hf thickness. The calculated energy-and k-resolved distributions of the orbital characters of majority-spin states shows that the Fe2 ↑ d(z 2 ) states occur exclusively around the point. The spin-flip SOC between Fe2 ↑ d z 2 and Fe2 ↓ d xz,yz through theL x operator, leads to an enhancement in the positive MA contribution. This gives rise to the MA hot spot in MA(k) contours at the point and explains the peak in MA variation for odd n Hf [ Fig. 3(c) ].
C. Cap-thickness-induced spin reorientation in Cu/FeCo/Ta(n) Figure 6 (a) shows the variation of MA with Ta-capthickness (n Ta ) in the Cu/FeCo/Ta trilayer. The MA values calculated using the total energy method and the force theorem are in excellent agreement. In contrast to the oscillatory behavior in the Hf-capped system, the MA of Cu/FeCo/Ta(n) abruptly drops to a negative value at n Ta = 2 MLs, leading to a switching of magnetization vector from out-of-plane to in-plane orientation. Using the same method as in Sec. III B, the contribution of the shape anisotropy is calculated to be about −0.6 erg/cm 2 , whose absolute value is significantly smaller than the MA at n Ta = 1 (1.0 erg/cm 2 ). Consequently, the spin reorientation still persists. For the one-ML-thick Ta cap the MA increases sharply but remains thereafter negative and exhibits only weak dependence on Ta-cap thickness. For comparison, the MA values of MgO/FeCo/vacuum and MgO/FeCo/Ta(3) also are presented. More specifically, the MA decreases from 2.70 erg/cm 2 for MgO/FeCo/vacuum to 1.43 erg/cm 2 for MgO/FeCo/Ta (3) . Note that the MA values of the MgO-supported systems are consistently larger than those of the Cu-supported one. This indicates that MgO/FeCo induces PMA, whereas FeCo/Ta favors in-plane MA. Figure 6(b) shows the orbital moment difference m o for the Fe1 and Fe2 atoms versus the thickness of the Ta cap, which correlates well with that of the MA. m o rapidly decreases at one and two MLs for Fe1 or Fe2, respectively, and thereafter increases and becomes weakly dependent on n Ta . The MA(k) in the 2D BZ is plotted for n Ta = 1-4 MLs [ Fig. 6(c) ]. In contrast to the MA hot spots found for odd MLs for the Hf cap, we find that the MA vanishes at for all Ta thicknesses considered in this paper.
The electronic configurations of Hf (5d 2 ) and Ta (5d 3 ) differ by one electron. Addition or removal of an electron from the system will lead to an increase or decrease in the Fermi level, respectively. Within the rigid band model, the Fermi-level shift leads to the extinction of certain SOC matrix elements and/or the establishment of new ones. Since the MA energy is determined mainly from spin-orbit-coupled pairs of occupied and unoccupied bands in the vicinity of the Fermi level, these shifts can result in a dramatic change in the MA. Therefore, the distinct behavior of the Hf-and Ta-capped systems can be understood in terms of the band filling effect.
In order to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of the spinreorientation and in-plane (negative) MAs of the Ta-capped system we have calculated the energy-and k-resolved distributions of the orbital characters of minority-and majority-spin bands for the Fe1 and Fe2 interfacial atoms for n Ta = 1 which are shown in Fig. 7 states throughL x and to the unoccupied Fe2 ↓ d(xz) states throughL z . The competition between the negative and the positive MA contributions due to these SOCs throughL x andL z , respectively, renders MA(k) < 0 at the BZP-I [right panel in Fig. 8 ].
IV. CONCLUSION
To summarize, using electronic structure calculations we have studied the effects of the HM cap on the MA of a Cu/FeCo/HM(n) thin film where HM = Hf and Ta with thicknesses n = 0-10 MLs. We showed that the Hf cap induces large PMA, which exhibits quasiperiodic oscillation with cap thickness. The oscillation has a period of two MLs and shows no sign of damping up to ten MLs of cap thickness. The underlying mechanism of the oscillatory behavior is the periodic change in the spin-flip SOC at between the minority-spin Fe d(xz,yz) and majority-spin Fe d(z 2 ) states, which is induced by the hybridization with Hf at the FeCo/Hf interface. On the contrary, the Ta cap induces a spin reorientation from the perpendicular to the in-plane direction at a Ta thickness of two MLs. Moreover, the MA remains negative and exhibits weak thickness dependence for the thicker Ta cap. We showed that the effect of spin-flip SOC is suppressed in the Cu/FeCo/Ta trilayers due to the mutual cancellation of MA contributions from the samespin SOC at . The results unambiguously indicate that the FeCo/Ta interface favors in-plane MA and helps resolve the contradictory experimental results regarding the roles of the FeCo/Ta and FeCo/MgO interfaces on the PMA of the MgO/FeCo/Ta junctions. Furthermore, our results imply that magnetic multilayers employing the Hf cap have large PMA and hence would be promising for spintronic applications.
